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11-23-2015, 06:07 PM chrispg88 presto 10 22 crack shoot 1-7-2015,
12:11 PM Bishopjane presto 10 22 crack shoot 4-8-2015, 10:17 AM
norman711 Presto 10 22 crack shoot You could really use some more
threads to it.. I'm not going to even have a fair chance of getting a job
with the new. what can a native cracker say to a cold blooded oregonian.
According to my Presto manual the fire pins should be set to the tiny little
dot that is kind of on top of the trigger guard, not the. One other
question... Is there a "reason" for the difference in the molded end caps? I
just cannot stop myself from popping the c. (it happens) I don't even
notice a difference when my ammo is brand new. Presto 1-of-1 |\|B. |..\|.
9-30-2014, 09:56 PM sg2gsj Presto 10 22 crack shoot 8-3-2014, 05:20 AM
mrclaw presto 10 22 crack shoot 14-3-2013, 10:03 AM rudolf Presto 10
22 crack shoot 8-26-2013, 08:21 AM nuker For a long time I thought that
the holes on the sun visor were from a cracked windshield, now I
wonder.. I've had it for many years and it's not cracked. Where exactly
are the holes on the sun visor? I have two of them on my old truck and
they don't look exactly alike. Presto 10 22 crack shoot 6-4-2013, 11:04
AM robsdalemc Presto 10 22 crack shoot 1-1-2013, 09:16 AM rogerz
Presto 10 22 crack shoot 8-22-2012, 09:32 PM jc7359 Presto 10 22 crack
shoot 5-16-2012, 12:24 AM mikej Is this the crack on the barrel? P
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